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A history with sweeping implications, American Messiahs challenges our previous
misconceptions about “cult” leaders and their messianic power.Mania surrounding messianic
prophets has defined the national consciousness since the American Revolution. From Civil War
veteran and virulent anticapitalist Cyrus Teed, to the dapper and overlooked civil rights pioneer
Father Divine, to even the megalomaniacal Jim Jones, these figures have routinely been
dismissed as dangerous and hysterical outliers.After years of studying these emblematic
figures, Adam Morris demonstrates that messiahs are not just a classic trope of our national
culture; their visions are essential for understanding American history. As Morris demonstrates,
these charismatic, if flawed, would-be prophets sought to expose and ameliorate deep social ills
—such as income inequality, gender conformity, and racial injustice. Provocative and long
overdue, this is the story of those who tried to point the way toward an impossible “American
Dream”: men and women who momentarily captured the imagination of a nation always
searching for salvation.

"Scholar and journalist Morris examines the theological, ideological, and personal relationships
among a series of American spiritual leaders over the course of two centuries in his captivating
debut.... Morris's research is extensive, and his reconstruction of his subjects' complex personal
histories is impressive.... A fine examination of a series of Americans whose lives and missions
shed light on the dominant institutions and values they sought to subvert." -- Publishers
Weekly"In American Messiahs, journalist Adam Morris pulls from years of research into the
messianic figures that have captivated Americans throughout history -- including Cyrus Teed,
Father Divine, and Jim Jones -- and demonstrates their function within our nation's culture.
These self-described prophets and leaders could only exist in a country promised an impossible
"American dream," and this fascinating and provocative investigation illuminates the ideals
underpinning the work of these flawed, larger-than-life characters." --BuzzFeedFrom the Back
Cover"American Messiahs is both important historically and exceptionally well-written--that's a
rare combination. Cults have always flourished in America, and now, thanks to Adam Morris,
readers will finally understand not just how, but why. I wish I'd had American Messiahs for
reference when I was writing my own books."--Jeff Guinn, author of Manson and The Road to
Jonestown"Adam Morris demonstrates with impressive research and penetrating insight the
true radicalism that animated so-called 'cult' movements in American history. American
Messiahs is beautifully written, daringly sympathetic, and finally convincing."--Nikil Saval, author
of Cubed: A Secret History of the Workplace"Only by understanding this influence, which Morris
engagingly and vividly uncovers in American Messiahs, can we grasp who we are as a nation
today, both in terms of our ideals and our nightmares."--Mitch Horowitz, PEN Award-winning



author of Occult America and The Miracle Club"American Messiahs is a valuable contribution
not just to the history of American religion, but to the nation's social, cultural, and political story.
Far from presenting these messianic figures as freakish oddities, Adam Morris shows
persuasively how they have reflected the hopes, dreams and nightmares of particular eras.
Repeatedly, we are struck by how very thin are the lines separating those so-called cult leaders
from some mainstream political figures."--Philip Jenkins, author of Mystics and Messiahs: Cults
and New Religions in American History"In this beautifully written, thoroughly engaging book
Adam Morris does more than portray a series of fascinating individuals. He also offers insights
into the ways in which such ostensibly marginal figures embodied aspirations and anxieties
central to American culture. Simultaneously delightful and sobering, American Messiahs is a
work of deep research and wide appeal."--Joan Shelley Rubin, author of The Making of
Middlebrow Culture and Songs of Ourselves: The Uses of Poetry in America "Anyone interested
in the disturbing cocktail of politics and religion intoxicating many today, should read this
compelling and insightful account of how that same beverage turned quite a few heads in the
past."--Gary Lachman, author Dark Star Rising: Magick and Power in the Age of TrumpAbout the
AuthorAdam Morris is a writer and literary translator whose work has appeared in the Times
Literary Supplement, the Believer, the Los Angeles Review of Books, Salon, and elsewhere. He
lives in San Francisco.Read more
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SOURCESILLUSTRATIONS INSERTINDEXFOREWORDMY SECOND TRIP TO HEAVEN was
more propitious than the first. I wasn’t alone this time, but accompanied by my friend Shannon,
who works as a historic preservationist in Philadelphia. Shannon lent some professional
credibility to our Sunday tour of Woodmont, also known as the Mount of the House of the Lord.
Woodmont is an impeccably preserved nineteenth-century manor in Gladwyne, Pennsylvania,
situated within one of the wealthiest zip codes in the Northeast corridor. At the time of our visit,
Woodmont was the residence of Sweet Angel Mother Divine, the geriatric regent of a nationwide
religious movement founded by her husband, Father Divine, more than three-quarters of a
century prior. The preservation of historic buildings in and around Philadelphia, a city that has
hemorrhaged wealth and population since the 1960s, was a cause near to Mother Divine’s heart.
For decades she managed a vast network of Victorian-era mansions and hotels across the
Northeast. Stewardship of these structures had made Mother Divine a celebrated proponent of
historic preservation, and the recipient of awards from the Philadelphia City Council and the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in recognition of her work.Beginning in the second decade of
the twentieth century, Father Divine’s followers have lived in communes known alternately as
“heavens” or “extensions” of the International Peace Mission Movement. Once scattered from



coast to coast and housing tens of thousands of believers, Peace Mission extensions have
slowly been emptied and sold ever since Father Divine “sacrificed” his earthly body in
September 1965. Woodmont is one of the last and most majestic of the Movement’s once-
legendary real-estate holdings, and it is still occupied by a coterie of (mostly) elderly followers.
The denizens of Peace Mission heavens used to be known as “angels,” so called because of the
sanctified lifestyle they adopted. Believers in Father Divine’s divinity do not usually describe
themselves this way anymore, but they still follow the same severe moral code Father Divine
enforced while he was alive. The code includes celibacy, a stricture that all but guarantees the
eventual demise of the movement.My first visit to a Peace Mission extension, a former hotel
located on the corner of Broad and Catharine Streets in Center City Philadelphia, was thwarted
by my own failure to abide by the International Peace Mission Modesty Code. I knew about the
code, and was prepared not to swear, smoke, drink, tip, bribe, or engage in any “undue mixing of
the sexes” during the Holy Communion banquet I wished to attend. I was only in town for a few
days and put together the finest outfit I could assemble from my suitcase. I was turned away
nonetheless, on account of my red shoes, and told to return when I was wearing my “Sunday
best.” I packed accordingly for my next trip to Philly, and sent Shannon the Modesty Code before
I picked her up. We turned up at Woodmont looking like frumpy substitute teachers.Shannon and
I weren’t the only visitors to the estate. A row of sedans had completely occupied the small
parking lot at the end of the long lane that leads from the road to the mansion. I stopped short of
the lot and pulled in behind a black SUV parked on the edge of the lane. A film crew was
threading its way across a nearby garden.There was no indication of where visitors should begin
the tour, so Shannon and I made straight for the mansion’s porte cochere. Beneath it, the front
door was thrown wide open. We showed ourselves in. Just as we crossed the threshold into a
lavishly wood-paneled interior, the sound of voices, singing or chanting in unison, suddenly
reverberated in the adjacent room. From where we stood in the mansion’s grand two-story foyer,
Shannon and I could see through an archway into the dining room, where the Divinites appeared
to be gathered around the table for worship over an elaborate meal: a tradition known in the
Peace Mission as Holy Communion. Two silver-haired butlers in pale-blue tuxedo jackets and
gloves wavered in the archway to the dining room but did not appear disposed to greet us. We
ducked back out.The film crew was eating lunch near one of the outbuildings when we
approached. They were gathering footage for a documentary, and today, we learned, was a
special day to do it: without realizing it, Shannon and I were visiting the annual feast held to mark
Mother and Father Divine’s wedding anniversary. Mother Divine and the resident followers were
hosting a full table, the crew explained; otherwise, we’d have been invited to sit down. After I
mentioned that we’d called ahead to confirm our tour, members of the crew encouraged us to go
back and request one from someone at the banquet.We hovered in the mansion’s lobby while
Father Divine’s voice crackled on recordings playing in the next room. Occasionally the sermon
elicited a unified response from those assembled. None of the worshipers at the table who saw
us enter made the slightest move to alert anyone else of our presence. Eventually, one of the



guests emerged from the dining room to use the bathroom and sent for our tour guide. Miss
Sibyl Child entered the hall wearing a knee-length navy-blue skirt, a white blouse, and a red
blazer with a white V for “victory” embroidered on the breast. I recognized her attire as the
patriotic uniform of the Rosebuds, an elite corps of angels Father Divine had organized in the
1940s. Miss Sibyl was, to my eyes, a black woman in her golden years. But in the Peace
Mission, which denies racial categories, she was merely considered dark-complected, whereas
Shannon and I happened to be light-complected.Our tour began in the foyer, under a nearly life-
size portrait of Father and Mother Divine. I knew the spot from old photos I’d seen of one of the
first wedding banquets. After we introduced ourselves as admirers of historic architecture,
Shannon stepped forward with knowledgeable questions about Woodmont’s construction and
maintenance as we proceeded through several rooms on the ground floor. One of these was
Father Divine’s office, which is kept exactly as he left it in 1965. Miss Sibyl spoke to Father as
though he were seated at his desk.As we meandered, Miss Sibyl narrated the history of the
Peace Mission, starting with Father Divine’s appearance in New York in the 1920s. Beginning in
this manner, with the man fully formed, prompted Shannon to ask an obvious question: where
was Father Divine originally from? Miss Sibyl said she didn’t know, nobody did. Her reply was
crisp, delivered in the manner of someone who’s answered the question many times before.As
I’d feared, the dining room proved to be the most awkward segment of the tour. The followers
and their guests were still eating when we entered. But after pointing out the room’s architectural
features, Miss Sibyl insisted we take a turn about the room to inspect it more closely. An
enormous table occupied almost the entire chamber. Thirty-odd diners of varied complexions
filled all but one place at the table. Shannon and I squeezed behind the chairs of the faithful,
moving along the edges of the room as silver clattered against china. Conversation was kept to a
minimum while Father Divine’s voice continued over the loudspeaker. Mother Divine, in her
nineties, was seated by herself at the end of the table. She was wearing a white wedding
dress.Miss Sibyl then guided us outdoors, around a small outbuilding called the Brothers’
Quarters, and across the mansion’s handsome grounds. We stopped for a while in a garden on
the edge of the property, where the ridge dropped to the Schuylkill River valley below. The tour
inevitably led to a mausoleum on the edge of the estate, a structure known as the Shrine to Life.
Here was where Father Divine’s earthly remains lay entombed. Miss Sibyl explained that
although he had decided to abandon the body in which he’d conducted his marvelous career,
Father Divine was by no means dead. This is because she, like the angels who came before her,
believed Father Divine to be God.AMERICAN MESSIAHSINTRODUCTIONTHE MESSIANIC
IMPULSE IN AMERICAFATHER DIVINE was far from the first American to be worshiped by his
followers as the embodiment of the living God returned to Earth. Over the course of two and a
half centuries, numerous Americans have laid stakes to the claim of a divinely ordained
salvational mission.Among them was the holy family of the Walla Walla Jesus, known to
terrestrial authorities as Arthur Davies. This American messiah did not take up the mantle for
himself, but was proclaimed to be the reincarnation of Jesus of Nazareth by his father, William



W. Davies. The elder Davies was a Welsh convert to Mormonism who emigrated in 1855 to join
his people’s exodus to Utah. After arriving in Mormon territory, he became disenchanted with the
authoritarian bent of Mormon society under the leadership of the church’s new president,
Brigham Young. Davies was particularly dismayed by the Mountain Meadows Massacre, which
revealed the violent means to which the church would resort to preserve its control of the region.
In this 1857 tragedy, a Utah militia murdered more than 100 Arkansas migrants whose wagon
train had stopped to camp in Mountain Meadows en route to California. The caravan had only
stopped for rest, but tensions between the Mormons and the federal government had reached
the point of armed insurrection, and the militiamen alleged the Arkansans were part of a federal
plot to overthrow Brigham Young and impose martial law on the territory.After this slaughter of
innocent pioneers, Davies and other disillusioned converts broke away from the church under
the leadership of James Morris, an apostate who began to receive communications directly from
God around the time of the massacre. One of the most exotic revelations he received concerned
the doctrine of reincarnation, and the corresponding disclosure that Morris possessed the gift of
identifying the prior identities of disaffected Mormons, who presumably learned of their
glamorous past lives through him.This was already an absurd heresy against Mormon theology,
but it was not the revelation that church authorities found to be the most offensive. Morris
claimed that although Brigham Young was indeed the legitimate political successor to Joseph
Smith, he was not Smith’s prophetic heir: this, God instructed through his newly minted prophet,
was none other than James Morris himself.The Mormon Church based its legitimacy on the
claims of latter-day prophets, so Morris saw no reason why he should not mention that God had
made this revelation unto him. Brigham Young was of a much different opinion, and desired for
the heretic to be executed. He sent a sheriff to apprehend Morris, who had led several hundred
of his followers out of Mormonism and into the wilderness. When the Mormon posse arrived at
the apostate camp, they found the heretics armed and prepared to defend their new faith. The
sheriff thought it wise to tire them out with a siege. But after three days produced no surrender, it
was the sheriff who became impatient. Unfortunately for the besieged encampment, an item of
light artillery had arrived on the scene, and the sheriff considered it the most expedient way to
end the standoff. An exploding shell killed numerous Morrisites, and the prophet was shot and
killed in the melee that ensued.Satisfied with the bloody end of James Morris, Mormon
authorities allowed his deluded converts to disperse without another massacre. Davies was
among the surviving apostates, and he prudently escaped to Idaho. He later relocated to
Montana, where he experienced mystic visions he would later recount in sworn court testimony.
The Montana revelations led him to Washington territory, where he led approximately forty of the
followers he’d gathered in the meantime. In 1867, the faithful settled near the municipality of Mill
Creek, in Walla Walla County, on land that Davies declared the Kingdom of Heaven.The
following February 11, Davies’s wife gave birth to Arthur Davies, who was announced to be the
reincarnation of Jesus Christ. After a second son was born on September 28, 1869, he was
declared to contain the spirit of God the Father. The residents of the kingdom worshiped



accordingly. Not long after the second holy birth, the elder Davies revealed a final secret: that his
own body carried the Holy Spirit.Like other small and embattled religious minorities, the
Daviesites lived communally, emulating the example set by Christ’s apostles and recorded in the
Book of Acts. In addition to managing communal affairs, Davies administered a stern moral
policy that allowed for no impropriety or insobriety. The kingdom’s subjects fluctuated in number
between 40 and 70 souls over the course of the next decade. The commune was never self-
sufficient, but missionaries dispatched by the Holy Spirit to Portland and San Francisco yielded
new converts, who arrived with their liquidated assets and kept the kingdom in the black.In the
fall of 1879, Mrs. Davies suddenly died, posing an inconvenience to the community’s belief that
Davies could work miracles, one of which was the banishment of death and disease from their
ranks. A worse calamity befell them in February 1880, when diphtheria reached the Kingdom of
Heaven. The disease killed God the Father, age ten, on February 15. The same epidemic
claimed the life of Jesus, age twelve, less than one week later.As the kingdom mourned, some
of its denizens began murmuring their discontent. Obviously the death of two-thirds of the Trinity
was not an auspicious sign for the community. Nor did it augur well for the Holy Spirit. Finally,
three of Heaven’s residents filed suit against Davies after he declined to refund their
contributions to the colony. The case went to trial in January 1881, when the Holy Spirit took the
stand to testify that the spirit of God that descended into his body had authorized his sole control
of the kingdom’s financial affairs. Numerous witnesses confirmed Davies’s testimony that
everyone who entered Heaven’s domain agreed to the practice of communal living. The plaintiffs
emphatically disagreed, and the court, disliking the whole arrangement, ordered they be paid
$3,200. The Holy Ghost could not produce this sum, having spent most of the community’s cash
on land, expensive missionary trips, and the construction of homes, a church, and a school. The
judge instructed the sheriff to sell the kingdom’s belongings in order to award the judgment,
which effectively wiped Heaven off the map.Davies’s career as a holy messenger came to an
abrupt halt when he and his followers became homeless. Most of them disbanded, and Davies
later ended up in San Francisco, married to a follower named Miss Perkins. The Holy Spirit
justified his remarriage on the grounds that Miss Perkins was the reincarnation of the first Mrs.
Davies. This injured the sensibilities of those followers who remained, and the movement drifted
into obscurity.1. . .UNLIKE THE PEACE MISSION, the Walla Walla Kingdom of Heaven did not
influence the history of American religion in a meaningful way. Nor was it influential, or even
original, to the history of American messianism. But as a case study, it is instructive for the
number of characteristics it shares with previous and subsequent American messianic
movements. Reincarnation, for example, is one of the very un-Christian teachings these
movements often teach; it reappears in Father Divine’s Peace Mission, whose followers believe
Mother Divine to be the reincarnation of Father Divine’s first wife. Yet although some American
messianic movements eschew reincarnation in favor of a dispensational framework wherein
each civilizational age will have its own unique savior, another feature unites American
messianic sects with near universality: the practice of communal living derived from biblical



accounts of the apostolic church.Communalism represents the ultimate repudiation of the
values and institutions that Americans historically hold dear: it rejects not only the sacrosanct
individualism on which American culture thrives, but also the nuclear family unit that evolved
alongside industrial capitalism. In each of the most successful American messianic movements,
including those analyzed in the pages to follow, communalism, often in conjunction with
celibacy, was elaborated as a rejection of marriage, childbearing, and traditional kinship
structures. Far more than for their heretical beliefs, the communistic and anti-family leanings of
American messianic movements pose a threat to the prevailing socioeconomic order. For this
reason, messianic movements find reliable opponents in the press, in law enforcement, and in
the courts, which often sympathize with any complaint made against them for the sake of
preserving public decency and morality.The arousal of public opposition sometimes leads to a
swift demise, as it did for the Walla Walla Kingdom of Heaven. But aversion to these groups,
their lifestyles, and their actions has also led to their exclusion from historical narratives in which
they played important roles. For although Father Divine was the most well-known and influential
civil rights leader on the national stage between the deportation of Marcus Garvey and the
emergence of Martin Luther King Jr., he usually goes unmentioned in accounts of the American
civil rights movement, having been blotted from history for the embarrassment he caused black
and liberal elites. Like many other messianic movements, the Peace Mission has been called a
“cult” and given little historical consideration. The lacunae that result from these banishments
have meant that the historical continuity of American messianic thought has gone unrecognized.
And yet a direct lineage connects Ann Lee, the Shaker messiah who arrived to American shores
in 1774, to Jim Jones, the holy-rolling Marxist who in 1978 led more than 900 of his congregants
in mass suicide at their Promised Land commune in Guyana.The mass suicide of Jim Jones and
Peoples Temple led many Americans to conclude that the United States was afflicted by a
dangerous cult epidemic. Loud proponents of this view, including many from the twentieth-
century evangelical movement, persuaded the public that separatist religions were dangerously
un-American. Yet the impulse to purify the group through separation from mainstream society,
now regarded as the signature of a cult, could not be more fundamental to the nation’s history. In
the opinion of their contemporaries in England, the Pilgrims who landed at Plymouth Rock were
members of an undesirable and heretical religious cult; they were Separatist Puritans, so called
because they believed that the Church of England was so corrupt that it could never be reformed
from within—hence their desire to divorce themselves from it.The Pilgrims’ decision to leave the
Old World for America was made not only as a result of persecution at the hands of those who
found their views too much to bear; it also originated from their optimistic desire to reestablish an
uncorrupted Christian church. They took as their inspiration the apostolic or “primitive” church:
those first communities of believers gathered in Christ’s name by his apostles. As described in
the Book of Acts, the primitive Christian church was founded on ideals of charity, mutual aid, and
the equal and impartial acceptance of every member—including the weak, the poor, and the
sick. These first Christians forsook private property and held all things in common, a practice Jim



Jones would later call “apostolic socialism.”Such a church would never have been allowed to
flourish in seventeenth-century Europe, but the English king allowed the Separatists to have a
go of it in America. The Pilgrims knew that for the new church to remain pure, they would need to
create a society unpolluted by the temptations associated with unchecked economic and
political power. Commonly described by historians as a theocracy, the resulting colony at
Plymouth was a utopian community crafted by religious deviants who believed they were
founding God’s kingdom on Earth by restoring the primitive church. They meant for their
experiment to inspire others to take up their virtuous ways. In a famous speech aboard the
Arabella before their final departure, John Winthrop told his fellow Pilgrims they would build a
“city upon a hill” for all to see. The Puritans believed that if they were successful maintaining a
society in which the “true” church could flourish, they would bring about the Second Coming by
demonstrating to the Lord that his people were ready to receive him. A more ambitious variant of
this belief teaches that humankind must maintain God’s kingdom on Earth for a millennium
before Christ will return. This theological orientation is known as postmillennialism.Few today
would consider the Puritans’ goal, or the theocracy that resulted from it, a liberal endeavor. But
the complaints the Separatists lodged against the Church of England were animated by what
were, at the time, progressive ideas about land reform. Radical Puritans in England would later
start and win a civil war over the same concerns: the English Church, they believed, had not
been meaningfully reformed following its break from Rome. The king had preserved the Catholic
bishopric hierarchy, which left the medieval power structure more or less intact. English bishops
continued to consort with lords and kings to control the distribution of property and productive
lands. In the Radical Puritan view, the church behaved as a usurious corporate landlord—and
not as a community of charity and faith, as Christ commanded.2It was no coincidence that the
rising capitalist merchant class and the emergent bourgeoisie joined with the Puritans when they
took up arms in 1642: the Puritanical rhetoric of answering only to God and one’s conscience
squared with ascendant liberal ideas about the free market and individual liberty. When the
Interregnum finally ended with the restoration of the Stuarts to the throne, Charles II took
pleasure in persecuting the Puritans who remained in England, which encouraged greater
numbers to embark for America. There they combined with that other notable category of
émigré: fortune seekers who saw America not as the kingdom of God on Earth but a place
where they might make themselves rich.For the Puritans, these were never countervailing
impulses: the Calvinist belief that earthly wealth resulted from God’s favors easily resolved
whatever inconvenience capitalist greed might have posed to Puritan theocracy. This theological
principle made each individual responsible for his or her own salvation, and made a virtue of
financial success. In this way, the Protestant ethic, as Max Weber famously called it, wormed its
way to the core of the American ethos.The history of American politics and religion—which is a
single intertwined history—is a record of the battle for the survival of this idea. It has triumphed
in the sphere of religion: as Harold Bloom has observed, American evangelical Christianity
hinges on the individual’s personal and intimate relationship to God.3 Individualism carried the



day in political economy, as well: the Calvinist mandate to be a responsible steward of one’s own
soul secularized into the familiar American ideology of bootstrapping personal
accountability.After doctrinaire Calvinism succumbed to wave after wave of democratizing
evangelical revivals unleashed by the American Protestant obsession with religious reform, the
obvious contradictions between capitalism and Christian values have returned to the fore during
periods of social unrest. As occurred in seventeenth-century England, the more radical
responses to perceived social injustice sometimes emerge in the form of intentional
communities. Not all are religious in nature: the Brook Farm commune founded by New England
Transcendentalists and the New Harmony community built by Welsh industrialist Robert Owen in
Indiana are two of the many examples of intentional communities based on socialist principles
only loosely connected to religion. Often inspired by scientific advances, secular socialist
communes attempt to light the path of progress and point the way to a more perfect human
society.In other instances, intentional communities wishing to enact immediate social reform find
reason to look backward and forward simultaneously. Like the Pilgrims, they believe that a return
to the egalitarian lifestyle of the primitive church will heal a society wallowing in the sins of greed,
and thereby bring about the salvation of mankind. Although less common, religiously oriented
intentional communities are more robust and enduring than their secular counterparts. The
reason for this inheres in the lexicon: religion derives from the Latin word for bonding and
obligation. Religion supplies the ties to bind a community together, and obliges adherents to
have faith and express devotion. Left-wing social movements are notoriously fractious because
they rely on tenuous alliances between vulnerable and disenfranchised members of society.
Movements helmed by a messianic prophet overcome these divisions with the bonds of religion,
allowing those disillusioned and oppressed by the status quo to band together, and create a new
society within the shell of the old.American messiahs tend to arise from progressive movements
within left-wing politics because they identify capitalism and exclusionary social hierarchies as
sources of evil that will inevitably damn the nation to perdition. They seize on social injustices
that directly contradict the primitive church that Christ’s apostles built, and position themselves
against American racism, class oppression, and the subjugation of women. Although anarchist
and socialist movements have briefly flourished on the basis of similar opposition, they have
tended to make religion their opponent. However, until the Third Great Awakening at the turn of
the twentieth century, American evangelical Christianity was a socially liberal and democratizing
force in national politics—it was nothing like the reactionary and revanchist movement that it has
become today. This is because until the Third Great Awakening, postmillennialism remained a
strong current in evangelical discourse: evangelicals believed that humankind would have to
prove it was worthy of salvation in order to attain it. Today’s evangelicals, by contrast, hold the
pre-millenarian view that Christ will return before the kingdom of God is restored on Earth, that
the reason for the Second Coming is for Christ to establish it himself, and that only those who
aren’t destroyed or hauled off to hell in the apocalypse will be around to enjoy it.American
messianic movements do not abide by the dichotomy of pre- or post-millennialism. They instead



combine the two views to suggest a more generous and humanistic approach: namely, that the
Messiah might return in order to lead humankind through the process of reform and
regeneration. For this reason, messianic movements arise at the radical fringe of nearly every
major American reform movement, including the movements for women’s liberty and the
abolition of slavery, the temperance and antimonopoly movements, and the modern civil rights
movement. Like the Pilgrims, American messianic sects hold up the revolutionary microsocieties
they establish as a shining example for all to follow. But because none has succeeded in
eliminating the evils of capitalism or resolving the contradictions at the core of the American
religion, American messiahs continue to arise. A nearly unbroken trajectory of messianic
leadership links Jim Jones and Father Divine to America’s first messiahs—both of whom were
women. This is the story of their collective attempts to save the American soul.ONEWOMENIN
THEWILDERNESS1. THE PERSON FORMERLY KNOWN AS JEMIMA WILKINSONMERE
MONTHS AFTER the signing of the Declaration of Independence, a strange figure on
horseback began to circulate throughout the New England colonies. The body atop the horse
responded to the name of Public Universal Friend, and the double column of riders who followed
behind their leader all believed that the Friend’s body housed the Spirit of God, sent to Earth to
deliver an urgent message. Paying little heed to worldly skirmishes between Revolutionaries and
Redcoats, the Friend galloped across the countryside announcing the apocalypse was drawing
nigh. The Public Universal Friend exhorted audiences to heed heaven-sent warnings meant to
save those who would listen, believe, and endeavor to live righteously—that is, according to the
Friend’s advice.God had selected a handsome female body for the Universal Friend to inhabit,
one that had recently belonged to Jemima Wilkinson of Cumberland, Rhode Island. Jemima was
known as an intelligent and attractive twenty-three-year-old woman when she was struck by
fever on October 5, 1776. Her family summoned a doctor when her condition worsened, but
there was little to be done; the patient seemed doomed by the tenth, when her illness climaxed
in babbling delirium.Miraculously, the fever broke and the body calmed. According to family lore,
Jemima’s body had chilled in death before it warmed and revived. The other Wilkinsons were
astonished when her body arose from the bed on October 11. But if the family at first rejoiced
that Jemima had been spared, they were mistaken: the newly risen patient announced that
Jemima had died, and that her body had been requisitioned by God for no less holy a purpose
than the salvation of humankind.Unusually for a woman of her age, Jemima Wilkinson was
unwed at the time of her illness; in their early twenties, most of her peers were married mothers.
She was born November 29, 1752, the eighth child of Jeremiah and Amey Whipple Wilkinson,
and was named after one of Job’s daughters.1 Amey would go on to have four more children,
but the last of these deliveries killed her in 1764. Jemima was only about twelve years old when
this occurred, but would later understand that her mother had spent her entire adult life pregnant
and nursing.Jeremiah Wilkinson did not remarry, and carried on with the family by himself. Like
any young woman of farmer’s stock, Jemima was expected to help with chores and raise her
younger siblings. Formal education was out of the question: at the time, women bore much of the



responsibility of instructing their children, their daughters in particular. Lacking a mother and
expected to labor in the home, Jemima turned to books, proving herself a prodigious autodidact.
Aside from the Bible, she read deeply from the work of esteemed Quakers, including George
Fox, William Penn, and the martyr Marmaduke Stephenson, one of three Quakers executed in
Boston in 1659.2Although they were a simple farming family, the Wilkinsons were not the poor
bumpkins that many of the Friend’s critics would later make them out to be. Jemima and her
siblings were fourth-generation Americans who traced their origins to the first Wilkinson’s arrival
to New England in 1650. They were connected to prominent families in Rhode Island, including
Jeremiah’s first cousin Stephen Hopkins, a colonial governor and signatory of the Declaration of
Independence. Jeremiah Wilkinson had inherited his farm in Cumberland, but his family more or
less resembled the modest but self-sufficient sort of yeoman farmers so adored by Thomas
Jefferson. His principal crop was cherries, and he was fondly called “Cherry Wilkinson” by the
villagers in Cumberland.3Although Jeremiah was a successful farmer with aristocratic relations,
there was nothing extravagant about the Wilkinson family before the autumn of 1776. However,
reports of Jemima’s alleged death and resurrection caused her to become infamous across New
England and the Middle Colonies, leading to considerable embellishment of the Universal
Friend’s words and deeds, and to the invention of numerous apocryphal childhood anecdotes
meant to demonstrate that the Friend’s public ministry had resulted from the inherently corrupt
character of a girl who had always been headstrong, lazy, arrogant, and manipulative. The
folktale of Jemima’s girlhood was concocted largely by adversaries, including her first
biographer, David Hudson, whose unflattering 1821 biography of Jemima Wilkinson was meant
to influence the outcome of a lawsuit that would determine the ownership of valuable lands
belonging to the communal society the Friend had founded in upstate New York—a suit from
which Hudson stood to gain.4Although Hudson’s biography was obviously a work of character
assassination, his claim to be personally acquainted with the Friend, albeit accurate, allowed the
stories he invented and the tall tales he repeated to pass into the historical record unchallenged
for more than a century. Hudson and other detractors portray Jemima as an exceptional young
woman, though not in any ways becoming to a Quakeress. She was called a “a fine blooming
girl” who was “spritely in her manners,” but possessed of “an unconquerable aversion to labor,
an unusual cunning in shifting upon others the tasks assigned to her, an imperious will, and a
strong propensity to dictate and rule, together with a love for idleness, finery, pomposity, and
superiority”—all supposedly well in evidence by her seventeenth birthday.5 Even more fantastic
lies adhered to the Friend’s decades-long career as an itinerant prophet.. . .THE TRUTH IS
THAT little is known about Jemima’s youth and young adulthood beyond what might be
surmised from her later activities. She was, for example, a skilled horsewoman by the time the
Friend occupied her body. Her robust physique, often described as masculine by those who
went to hear the Friend preach, suggested that Jemima did her fair share of chores on the family
farm. Jemima’s command of the Bible and knowledge of Quaker theology were likewise in
evidence by the time of her illness, and indicate that far from being an indolent girl who was



scornful of work, she was industrious and even excelled in the few activities available to an
unmarried woman.6The Friend’s assumption of Jemima’s body transpired at a time of great
confusion and turmoil in Rhode Island generally, and in the Wilkinson family in particular. The
months preceding Jemima’s illness in October 1776 had been far from calm in Cumberland:
hostilities with the British, begun the preceding year, had transformed New England into one of
the principal battlegrounds in the fight for independence. British forces were besieged in Boston
and then evacuated in March 1776, but loomed off the coast in naval vessels, which were used
to launch surprise attacks on coastal New England villages. Members of the Society of Friends,
to which the Wilkinson family belonged, found themselves in a quandary when they were forced
to choose between faith and country: patriotic Quakers who wished to be involved in the
independence movement faced excommunication from the Society if they dared to take part in
defense-training exercises with the local militia. This was the case for three of the Wilkinson
brothers: Benjamin, Stephen, and Jeptha were all expelled from the Smithfield Friends monthly
meeting for the un-Quakerly act of taking up arms. To these dismissals, another was added in
1776, when Jemima’s sister Patience was disciplined for the disgrace of having a child out of
wedlock. All of them were disowned by the time of their sister’s metamorphosis.7Jemima had
likewise been booted from the Smithfield Friends meeting in the summer of 1776, mere weeks
before her illness. The cause in her case was not sex or guns, but religious unorthodoxy:
Jemima was disciplined when it became known among the Smithfield Friends that she was
attending the revival meetings of New Light Baptists in the region.The New Light revivals in New
England resulted from the religious enthusiasm that had spread across the colonies in the
preceding decades in reaction to declining satisfaction with the Puritan interpretation of Calvinist
doctrine. Collectively known as the Great Awakening, the revivals of 1730–1770 gathered up
disaffected Christians from the several Reformed churches that had already established
themselves in the colonies. The New Light Stir of the 1770s saw a resurgence of this activity in
rural New England communities that were distressed by the tumult of war. New Lights believed
that individual inspiration and personal enlightenment from God were not only possible, but held
priority over the worldly authorities in the established churches. They accepted the Puritan
teaching that conscience reigned in matters of the spirit, but rejected the belief that abiding by
church traditions and hierarchies while awaiting the final judgment was the way to steer clear of
error and vouchsafe salvation. Saving grace, the New Lights believed, was a prize to be sought
and gained. This democratic attitude struck an unmistakable contrast to the elitism that had
become entrenched within the Congregational churches, as the Puritan congregations became
known.Like the other Protestant sects that placed an emphasis on individual conscience,
Quakerism found itself on the defensive when the New Light ignited in its vicinity. The Quakers
already taught a relatively liberal doctrine, one that affirmed the existence of a God-given “inner
light” universally present in all humankind; this was one of the principal reasons why the Quakers
opposed slavery. A crucial difference between New Light and Quaker orientations, however, was
the Quaker belief that God’s will becomes apparent only through dialogue among the



enlightened. Members rise to speak in meetings when the Spirit moves them to do so, and the
opinion of the congregation is forged by arriving at consensus.New Light theology was more
unruly than this, and held that God’s truth was available to anyone at any time—there need be
no consensus. Similar views on individual inspiration and spiritual authority later became
commonplace in twentieth-century American evangelical communities, whose members believe
they can literally speak to God through prayer and receive his responses through signs, intuition,
or biblical passages that God brings to their personal attention. At the close of the eighteenth
century, however, such beliefs invited the censure of traditional Calvinist clergy, who rightly
understood the evangelical movements as a challenge to their authority. New Light flirtation with
antinomianism threatened to overturn the doctrines that distinguished the established
denominations from one another, and to divide them from within along this new cleavage of
individualism.If the young Jemima Wilkinson was half as rebellious as her detractors claimed,
then it is easy to see why antinomian currents in the New Light evangelical movements would
have drawn her to investigate them for herself. It is just as likely that she merely sought a new
religious community, one that was not already in the process of expelling her family. With several
siblings already disowned by the Quakers, and with revolutionary fervor upending political and
religious orders in New England, Jemima had little to lose and much to gain by associating with
the New Lights.But Jemima did not stop with association. After being seized by the New Light,
she stood before the Smithfield Friends to hold forth her opinions and refused to take her seat
when consensus demanded it be so.8 The Friends regarded her outbursts as disrespectful and
uncouth. Quakers were used to being censured for speaking their minds in public, particularly
when it came to their pacifist convictions in a time of war. But Jemima’s garrulousness extended
to political concerns in ways that went beyond the pale of accepted opinion among the Quakers
when she spoke at length about the war. Her views were not recorded, but she likely spoke in
defense of her brothers and against their punishment.Following Quaker custom, the Friends’
disciplinary committee first requested that Jemima reform her conduct and cease attending New
Light meetings. This she would not do. By August, Jemima remained insubordinate, and became
the fourth of her siblings to be expelled from the Smithfield Quaker meeting. She spent the next
weeks brooding at home, avoiding the company of others by spending long hours reading the
Bible and praying. Her fever followed this interval of solitude.Although no one ever doubted that
Jemima’s religious conversion was sincere, her illness was the subject of malicious conjecture.
The Friend’s later account of Jemima’s sickness and death described the illness as the result of
the “Columbus fever,” an outbreak of typhus named for a colonial warship that had inadvertently
contaminated Providence by transferring contagious British sailors to shore as prisoners.9 In the
Friend’s retelling, the malady struck on “the seventh day of the week” and worsened for several
days until “She appear’d to meet the Shock of Death.”10In her hour of mortal anguish, Jemima
experienced a vision. Although not yet embodied, the Public Universal Friend was already
present in spirit, and later transcribed the vision for posterity:The heavens were open’d And She
saw too Archangels descending from the east, with golden crowns upon there heads, clothed in



long white Robes, down to the feet; Bringing a sealed Pardon from the living God; and putting
their trumpets to their mouth, proclaimed saying, Room, Room, Room, in the many Mansions of
eternal glory for Thee and for everyone ...The angels explained to the expiring young woman,
“The time is at hand, when God will lift up his hand, a second time, to recover the remnant of his
People.” The “Spirit of Life from God,” the angels continued, had returned once more to Earth “to
warn a lost and guilty, perishing dying World, to flee from the wrath which is to come.” The Spirit
was “waiting to assume the Body which God had prepared, for the Spirit to dwell in.” This, of
course, was the body of Jemima Wilkinson.11Thenceforth, Jemima’s body ceased recognizing
her father and siblings as relatives, began to prefer male pronouns, and responded only to the
names of “Public Universal Friend,” “the All-Friend,” “Friend of Sinners,” and “the Comforter.”12
The transformation was later complemented by the Friend’s preference for wearing men’s
clothing when he began his public ministry, a quirk that became one of his most remarked-upon
characteristics.2. THE UNIVERSAL FRIENDSBY SUNDAY the illness had retreated. Finding
himself comfortably accommodated in Jemima’s body, the Friend of Sinners decided to attend
services at the Elder Miller Baptist meetinghouse that Jemima had been rebuked for attending.
The other congregants soon learned that although Jemima Wilkinson’s body had returned to
their midst, it was the Public Universal Friend who replied to their greetings. Those who were not
repelled by this sudden transformation gathered after the service to hear the Friend deliver his
first public sermon under a shade tree near the meetinghouse. Thereafter, the Friend began to
hold meetings in the Wilkinson family home. The four Wilkinson sisters and Jemima’s brother
Stephen became the Friend’s first followers. Patience and Stephen had already been ejected
from the Smithfield Friends; the other three girls were forced out by 1779 for indulging their
sister’s delusions.Meanwhile, tongues began to wag. In eighteenth-century New England,
proclaiming oneself a vessel for the Spirit of God was both risky and ridiculous. But the
countryside rumbled with troubles deadlier than any heresy, offering a distraction that supplied
considerable latitude for religious idiosyncrasies that might have been unthinkable in calmer
days. Even so, the Friend’s declarations horrified those who believed Jemima Wilkinson’s
transformation to be a grandiose stunt carried off by a woman who considered herself too clever
to end up an old maid. Biographer David Hudson later disseminated the belief that Jemima was
a fake prophet but a natural actress, a view that was no doubt shared by some of the Wilkinsons’
neighbors. But if Jemima’s transformation was only an act, it was one she kept up until the end of
her life: the “actress” never publicly broke from her character. Rather, the next forty-three years of
the Friend’s career provide satisfying evidence that his belief in his holy mission was sincere.By
springtime, the Friend was ready to begin his itinerant ministry, having spent the winter
practicing his sermons on the Wilkinson siblings. Villagers who had already been converted
during visits to the Wilkinson home began to open their doors to the Friend’s meetings, as did
other New Lights and errant Quakers who had been dismissed from the Society of Friends for
one or another transgression. To this ragtag set of mostly ex-Quakers, the Friend thundered his
opposition to the inquisitorial and punitive meetings in which Quakers were censured, and



demanded an end to the practice. He continued to insist on the right of every person to preach
his or her conscience.1When moving between the homes of his new followers, the Friend
usually traveled with a retinue numbering between twelve and twenty adherents, and relied on
the hospitality of converts and friendly listeners for victuals and lodging. Jeremiah escorted the
Friend on his travels abroad. For this he received a stern warning from the Smithfield Friends,
instructing him to cease “going about” with his heretic daughter. He disobeyed, prompting the
Friends to initiate disciplinary proceedings that concluded with yet another expulsion from the
Smithfield meeting.2Over the next two years, the Public Universal Friend’s celebrity spread
across lower New England as a wave of rumor followed by visitations in the flesh. Opponents
greatly aggrandized the Friend’s reputation by spreading lies about his blasphemous assertions
to be Jesus Christ in a female body—a claim the All-Friend was careful to avoid making directly
—and by inventing stories about his attempts to raise the dead and walk on water. Fantastic
tales of the Friend thus preceded his ministrations throughout New England, not least due to his
singular appearance. Nearly every contemporary account remarks upon the dark beauty of the
Comforter’s androgynous countenance: a well-apportioned female body cloaked in black robes
along with a white or purple cravat, topped by a wide-brimmed hat made of gray beaver
fur.3Although some regarded the Friend as demented, others were curious enough to hear him
preach. The All-Friend’s dramatic predictions of impending apocalypse impressed his listeners;
they seemed to square with the chaos raging in New England and slowly enlarged his following.
During this early phase of his ministry, the Comforter also went out of his way to attend funerals
as a way to attract new adherents: those who came to pay their respects to the departed
included members of rival meetings and churches who were unlikely to seek him voluntarily.
Another tactic of recruitment was to follow Christ’s advice to comfort soldiers taken as prisoners
of war. When describing this aspect of his mission, the Friend cited Isaiah 61:1–2, in which the
biblical prophet writes of his duty “to bind up the broken hearted; to proclaim liberty to the
captives, and the opening of the prison to them that are bound.”4 The All-Friend’s ministry to the
sick, poor, imprisoned, and wounded continued to yield converts while the war lasted, including
several former soldiers.The Comforter appeared to have little concern for the hazards of
gallivanting across occupied Rhode Island. Regarding this period, one of the Friend’s
secretaries later wrote:The Friend of Sinners began to speak in the Year 1777. When this Nation
was all in arms; and America had imbru’d her hands in human blood.... The Friend was not
stayed by guards of armed men, but went through; to visit the poor and condem’nd prisoners in
their Chains: naked swords shook over The Friend’s head, was no terror because of the mighty
Power of the Lord.5As he moved among the ranks of soldiers, the Comforter loudly denounced
all war, except for the holy battle he was waging for humankind’s salvation. Although some
Patriots regarded this as a tacit rebuke of their cause, the Friend was generally considered
unthreatening and was permitted to preach to British captives.The All-Friend became known for
his solemn and admonishing sermons, and for the spectacles of religious enthusiasm that
sometimes burst forth during the meetings over which he presided. When seized by enthusiasm,



the Universal Friends would sometimes shake and convulse. In keeping with Quaker tradition,
the Friend allowed anyone moved to speak to stand and deliver, but amplified this practice by
teaching his followers that the message he had come to share might be transmitted through the
visions, dreams, and intuitions of any who obeyed his instructions. Thus to the Quaker inner light
was added the kerosene of New Light evangelism blended with folk Christian mysticism.During
the New England phase of his ministry, the Friend would predict stunning events across the
globe, such as earthquakes, and demonstrated powers of clairvoyance that allowed him to see
directly into the hearts and minds of his audience.6 This, critics alleged, was a talent the Friend
maintained only by relying on a network of informants who brought him information useful for
putting on a show of divine omnipotence.7 According to accusations made by Abner Brownell, a
follower excommunicated for the disloyalty of publishing his own prophecies against the Friend’s
wishes, the Comforter’s spies would disclose transgressions perpetrated by his followers, so
that the Friend could inspire wonder in his omniscience when he confronted wrongdoers and
traitors with their sins. These were techniques later adopted by Jim Jones.Brownell had been a
follower of the Public Universal Friend for more than three years. After becoming disenchanted,
he published an exposé about the Friend’s ministry, titled Enthusiastical Errors, Transpired and
Detected. In this 1783 pamphlet, Brownell promised to embarrass the fraudulent movement to
which he’d fallen prey. Chief among the schemes he alleged was one that convinced him of the
Friend’s imposture: this was the 1779 publication of a short text, titled Some Considerations,
Propounded to the Several Sorts and Sects of Professor of This Age, published under the
Friend’s name.Following its publication, Quakers immediately recognized the pamphlet to be
little more than a compendium of unattributed passages taken from works by Isaac Penington
and William Sewel. When confronted with this fact, the Friend’s devoted followers stated their
belief that it was possible for the same divine source to have found several earthly
representatives. But Brownell confirmed the plagiarism was deliberate, having done it himself.
He also asserted that the Universal Friend had sent two followers to steal his verboten prophetic
manuscript from its publisher’s office. Although Brownell recovered the document, he claimed
that it was conveyed to the Friend before it was returned, so that the Comforter could ridicule its
contents and pretend divine omniscience when he summoned Brownell to appear before
him.Like any apostate narrative, Enthusiastical Errors is a blend of truth and lies; the exposé is
likely based on Valentine Rathbun’s famous anti-Shaker narrative, first printed in 1781.8
Nevertheless, Brownell’s pamphlet offers one of the few unofficial firsthand accounts of the
Friend’s early ministry. By explaining how he became “attach’d to her Doctrine,” Brownell desired
to show how it “prevails upon others” to convince them to join the Universal Friends.9 His
description of the effectiveness of the Friend’s persuasions is credible and sincere.Although
Brownell hoped to destroy the Friend’s ministry, he refuted assertions that the Comforter claimed
to be Jesus returned, explaining that the All-Friend considered his ministry a continuation of
Jesus Christ’s. As subsequent American messiahs would do, the Friend relied on a distinction
between the Christ spirit, which is immortal, and Jesus of Nazareth, its temporary mortal host.



During sermons, the Friend told his listeners that the Christ spirit had returned to lift Jemima’s
body in the same way that he had lifted Jesus’s body many centuries before, and that his
dwelling within a woman’s body represented the fulfillment of the prophecies of Jeremiah 31:22,
which ambiguously states, “the Lord hath created a new thing in the earth, A woman shall
compass a man.” Because it reinforced his claim to be a divine male spirit inhabiting a female
human body, this verse was one of the Friend’s favorite passages of scripture. Similarly, Brownell
asserts that the Friend was often inclined to reada Description that she has, that the Turks gave
antiently concerning our Lord Jesus Christ’s outward Appearance, his Shapes, Stature, Features
and Complexion, and Hair, with a long loose Gown, and his Hair being black, and curled in his
Neck, or upon his Shoulders, and parted upon the Top, after the Manner of the Nazarenes, and
then that they may look upon her and see how near she resembles those Descriptions.10Such
heavy-handed insinuations, Brownell attests, were followed by recitation of additional biblical
passages meant to bolster listeners’ belief that they beheld the Second Coming of Christ. These
included Revelation 21:2–3, which describes “the holy city, new Jerusalem, coming down from
God out of heaven, prepared as a bride adorned for her husband.” The Friend wished for his
listeners to associate this adorned bride with Jemima’s body, raised up and anointed by the
Spirit of God.Although Universal Friends took care to avoid gendered pronouns when referring
to the Comforter, critics and apostates like Brownell insistently referred to Jemima Wilkinson
rather than the Public Universal Friend. Because it was highly uncommon and regarded as
unseemly for a woman to speak in public in these years, “her” preaching was considered an act
of insuperable arrogance. As Brownell writes:She exhorts in a pathetic Manner, with great
Confidence and Boldness, and Confirmation of her being right, and all others to be wrong; says,
that she has an immediate Revelation for all she delivers; that she is the greatest Minister that
God has sent to the People this seventeen Hundred and odd Years, and advancing herself to
live as she exhorts others to, fully in a State of Perfection, and no Liability of Error, or Possibility
of Defect in any Respect; and thus with many great and exalted Expressions in Allusion to
herself, (though in a mystical Way) she utters and holds forth, which to many serious, sincere,
seeking people, it seems to have great effect, for no Person would rationally think, that any
Person in their right Senses, would dare to hold forth and affirm such great and exalted Things
concerning themselves, and to have such a great and marvelous Mission.Although many
besides Brownell assailed the Friend’s arrogance, it was only through the strength of
tremendous conviction and righteousness that the Comforter was able to stand before
audiences that sometimes contained as many leering cynics as repenting sinners. Many who
heard him were convinced by the display. Even Brownell admitted that as a result of the Friend’s
somber sermons, he was “awaken’d at Times to a serious Concern of my immortal State” and
encouraged to “seek some Way of Redress and Recovery” for the sake of his salvation. He was
not the only one so deeply affected: Brownell asserts “many awakened ones” among the
Friend’s listeners were “much taken in with her.”Brownell believed the Friend’s followers were
mostly “ignorant and illiterate People.”11 He reported that women in particular were moved to



join the Comforter. This came as no surprise, considering the Friend’s assertions that both men
and women should stand to testify their faith and speak the prophecies they received in
meetings. The All-Friend’s incipient feminism, which continued to develop, staked out another
important characteristic of his messianic movement, one that marked those of his successors:
each subsequent American messiah would attract a predominantly female following, often
through promises of equal rights among the faithful.. . .WHEREVER HE WENT, the Friend made
himself disagreeable among well-to-do Quakers and old-light Congregationalists by chastising
those who made their fortunes off the slave trade and selling rum to Native Americans.12 This
included a significant segment of the Rhode Island and Connecticut aristocracy. Drawing
attention to these ill-gotten gains—and to the ministers who fattened their tithing hauls by them—
did not endear the Friend to those in positions of power. But the Comforter’s attempts to make
inroads among families with the financial means to facilitate his operations were not conducted
in vain: in Judge William Potter, a Rhode Island Supreme Court justice, the Friend had found a
useful patron.The Potters were a wealthy slave-owning family who lived on a commodious estate
in South Kingston known by the Puritanical name of Little Rest. Judge Potter’s daughter, Alice
Hazard, was the first of the Potters to fall firmly under the influence of the Friend of Sinners.
Others in the family soon followed. Their conversions were probably the result of the Friend’s
excoriating tirades against the evils of slavery: Little Rest had been built by exactly the kind of
blood money the Friend deplored, and the family patriarch was bullied into inviting the Friend to
share his dwelling by the fear of potential damnation the Friend assured him would result from
his family’s sinful legacy. After moving in, the Comforter declared South Kingston his
headquarters, necessitating a fourteen-room addition to the Potter residence.Association with
such a notorious personage as the Public Universal Friend killed Potter’s political career, as he
well knew it would. Ezra Stiles, president of Yale and a founder of the College in the English
Colony of Rhode Island and Providence Plantations (later Brown University), went to Little Rest
to bring the judge to his senses. But Stiles was hardly the sort of person who could turn the
Potters against their new Friend: he was a Congregational minister who arrived at Yale by
currying the favor of New Englanders who’d grown rich off the slave trade. No better example of
the hypocrisy the Friend deplored could be found in all New England. Stiles departed Little Rest
dumbfounded by his lack of success. He nevertheless managed to do considerable long-term
damage to the Friend’s reputation: Stiles reported that the Friend had appointed twelve apostles
and reconfirmed the rumor that the All-Friend claimed to be the Messiah. Of Alice Hazard, he
wrote: “she says Jemima is the son of Gd and the Messiah reappeard in flesh.13Stiles thought
that Alice, and perhaps others in the family, were experiencing a fit of religious insanity.
Meanwhile, the Friend consolidated his hold on the Potters. Penelope Hazard Potter and Alice
Potter Hazard became lifelong adherents, and Penelope married another follower, Benjamin
Brown Jr., whose four siblings were already Universal Friends. Judge Potter and his son Thomas
likewise joined; as signs of their devotion, the former began freeing his slaves, and the latter
married the disgraced Patience Wilkinson. Benedict Arnold Potter—later known only as Arnold



Potter, having sensibly dropped his embarrassing first name—dropped out of Harvard to court
the Friend’s closest aide, Benjamin Brown’s sister Sarah.Shortly after settling at Little Rest, the
Friend of Sinners began to issue prophecy that the end of days was much closer than anyone
supposed: he predicted April 1, 1780, as the date of the apocalypse. Although this was proven
incorrect on April 2, a remarkable omen soon followed: that May 19 was New England’s
infamous Dark Day, a date on which the sky dimmed to a shade of black across New England at
noontime, possibly due to smoke from distant, unseen fires. The Friend seized on this
bewildering natural event, claiming it was a sign of the apocalypse he’d predicted. The Dark Day
was indeed a portentous coincidence, considering Jesus’s prophecy—reported in Matthew 24,
and delivered as part of the same speech in which he warned of the false prophets who would
attempt to usurp his role—that a darkening of the sun, along with the moon and stars, would be
among the first celestial signals of the apocalypse.The Potters’ daughter Susannah died on the
Dark Day, lending extra solemnity to the Friend’s pronouncement. Rumor later went out that the
Comforter attempted to raise Susannah from the dead, although the veracity of these claims,
like many about the Public Universal Friend, is thrown into question by the more obvious
falsehoods alongside which they appear. The Friend did perform faith healings at this stage of
his ministry, however, making a show of the laying on of hands during public meetings.14
According to Abner Brownell, the Comforter blamed failed healings on a lack of faith on the part
of the sick person—a convenient tactic later repeated by Father Divine and Jim Jones.The
Potter household remained the Comforter’s headquarters for the next nine years. While based at
Little Rest, the Friend enticed members away from the Kingston Friends meeting, including a
former captain of the colonial militia named James Parker. Although he later became a
troublesome apostate, Captain Parker was first one of the Friend’s closest aides: Brownell
alleged that it was Parker, along with a follower called Mehitable Smith, who absconded with his
prophetic manuscript at the Friend’s behest.The Comforter’s new headquarters made it easier
for him to travel between incipient communities of Universal Friends that emerged across the
region. In East Greenwich, Rhode Island, several families united to the Friend’s cause and built
their own meetinghouse. Similar strongholds emerged in New Bedford and New Milford,
Connecticut, where Universal Friends erected another meetinghouse in 1784. Quaker
congregations had not yielded in their view that the Friend’s ministry was a preposterous heresy,
and swiftly excommunicated any of their members caught attending one of the Friend’s
sermons. Rather than deter the Friend’s advances, this defensive tactic only brought those who
were punished—as well as their relatives—more securely into the Comforter’s embrace.Trotting
between these communities of Universal Friendship, the Comforter continued to gain celebrity
for the ostentatious way he chose to travel. The Friend had adopted the custom of riding as
advance guard of his party. On one such occasion, the Comforter was thrown from his horse in
the vicinity of a boy called Thomas Hathaway Jr., who rushed to assist the fallen rider. In
gratitude, the Friend invited Thomas, then sixteen years old, to ride beside him at the head of his
entourage whenever they passed through the region, as long as he observed the deference of



never bringing his horse level with the Friend’s. Thomas accepted, and through this
happenstance, another important family became connected to the Universal Friends.The
Hathaway family bore the traces of social distress that tend to characterize those drawn into
eccentric religious movements: they were traumatized by the war and in need of the Comforter’s
spiritual guidance. Thomas’s mother, Deborah Gilbert Hathaway, was the daughter of a British
colonel stationed in Nova Scotia. Her husband, Thomas Sr., was a wealthy shipbuilder who
faced an obvious predicament when war broke out. With such clear connections to the Loyalists,
Thomas Sr. decided to spend the war years in Canada, leaving his wife and children to fend for
themselves. After returning from Nova Scotia, the elder Hathaway converted to his family’s new
religion in 1784, and became an important financial backer of the Friend’s
projects.15Meanwhile, young Thomas Jr. had become one of the Friend’s most steadfast
companions. In a journal partially dictated by the Friend, who apparently realized that it would
enter the historical record, the younger Hathaway wrote that “the great friend” drew crowds
everywhere he went. Even the All-Friend’s enemies were forced to admit his popularity:
according to Brownell, some of the Comforter’s sermons attracted thousands of listeners.16The
Friend’s traveling ministry continued to yield adherents, including several who played pivotal
roles in the Friend’s developing plans to remove his followers to the frontier, away from the
coastal cities he predicted would be destroyed for their wickedness. As had been the case from
the beginning, women occupied crucial decision-making roles in the Friend’s ministry. Among
the lifelong devotees was Sarah Richards, who joined sometime in the middle of the decade.
Following her husband’s death in 1786, Richards became one of the Friend’s most trusted
advisers. After her conversion, Richards began to experience trances and prophetic dreams,
and was one of several female followers who sometimes dressed in the gender-neutral style
favored by the Comforter. Ruth Prichard, who became the movement’s scribe and compiled its
Death Book, became a lifelong follower after converting the same year.173. THE ALL-FRIEND
IN THE CITY OF BROTHERLY LOVEHAVING MADE A NAME for himself across central New
England, the Universal Friend decided it was time to storm the ramparts of that great citadel of
wayward Quakerdom: Philadelphia. Formerly the second largest city in the British Empire, the
City of Brotherly Love was a bustling commercial metropolis and was still the political center of
the thirteen newly independent states. After the All-Friend announced his intentions to
evangelize in Pennsylvania, Thomas Hathaway Sr. hastened to sell his property, uproot his
family, and join the missionary expedition into the seat of colonial power. Aside from Hathaway
and the Comforter, the first southern missionary party included Judge Potter, Arnold Potter, Alice
Hazard, Sarah Brown, and another follower named William Turpin.There were few if any
Universal Friends in Philadelphia at this time, but the Comforter’s reputation preceded him. The
missionaries at first had trouble finding accommodations, allegedly due to the “singular”
costumes the women wore. Eventually the party found lodging in Elfreth’s Alley, where they were
hosted by a widow whose home was subsequently bombarded with bricks and stones.1The
Friend was shunned by Quaker meetinghouses on this first visit to Philadelphia in 1782, but



obtained permission to preach in a Methodist church on Fourth Street. He drew such large
crowds that some of the curious attendees could not gain entry. The marquis de Barbé-Marbois,
a French diplomat residing in Philadelphia, managed to get into one of the October meetings.
His recollections of the Friend demonstrate the reach of the evangelist’s celebrity: “Jemima
Wilkinson has just arrived here,” he wrote. “Some religious denominations awaited her with
apprehension, others with extreme impatience. Her story is so odd, her dogmas so new, that she
has not failed to attract general attention.” Taking note that a French noble and his companions
were among the audience, the Friend implored his listeners, “Do these strangers believe that
their presence in the house of the Lord flatters me? I disdain their honors, I scorn greatness and
good fortune. Do not seek me, do not listen to me, unless you are touched by grace. Go away, no
longer profane this temple, if you are still in the snares of the infernal angel.”2Barbé-Marbois was
impressed with the Friend’s “melancholy and thoughtful air,” but like many he was more
interested in the Comforter’s physical appearance. “This soul sent from heaven,” he wrote, “has
chosen a rather beautiful body for its dwelling, and many living ladies would not be unwilling to
inhabit that outer shell.... She has beautiful features, a fine mouth, and animated eyes. Her
travels have tanned her a little.” The marquis observed the All-Friend’s hair in great detail,
describing “her” graceful center part and shoulder-length locks, which she washed daily—a
strange custom in those days—but never powdered. Naturally, the Frenchman was fascinated by
the Friend’s preference for shrouding his shapely body in masculine attire, which on this
occasion was a smock that draped to the floor and offered “all imaginable modesty.” Nor did the
marquis fail to notice the Comforter’s famous Quaker hat, which the preacher removed and, in
his customary departure from Quaker etiquette, placed upon the pulpit where he preached.3As
with many others who reported on the Friend’s activities, Barbé-Marbois seemed to think he was
listening to a handsome woman with a preference for men’s clothing, without realizing or
acknowledging that the Friend no longer identified with the female sex. Even so, he marveled at
the boldness of the Friend’s activities, and at the liberality of the Philadelphians for tolerating
them. “They would have burned her in Spain and Portugal,” he declared, referring to the Catholic
Inquisition. “Here, you can be sure that if she does not accomplish very much good, at any rate
the perfect tolerance which they show her will do no harm.”4Among Philadelphia’s more
educated population, the Friend won fewer converts than he did in rural New England. The
Comforter’s folksy Yankee accent, unremarkable in Connecticut, became a liability in
Pennsylvania. Nevertheless, Philadelphia produced enduring converts to the Universal Friends.
Among the most important disciples were the Malin siblings: Rachel, Margaret, Enoch, and
Elijah. Another was David Wagener, whose home in Worcester, a town just outside Philadelphia,
would become the seat of the Friend’s Pennsylvania mission.Another adherent played an
indirect role in helping to shape the Friend’s evolving vision for establishing a New Jerusalem on
the new nation’s western frontier. This was Christopher Marshall, a man with pantheistic and
mystic leanings. Marshall enjoyed debating the meanings of biblical prophecies with the Friend,
and testing the preacher on the consistency of his teachings.5 Scholars suppose that it was



Marshall who acquainted the Friend with the beliefs and activities of the Ephrata community,
another unusual religious sect then operating in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.6 The practices
of the Ephratans, which included celibacy and apostolic communalism, would soon be
incorporated into the Comforter’s teachings.Ephrata had been established in 1732 as an
offshoot of the Society of the Woman in the Wilderness, a colony founded in 1697 by forty
millenarian students of the Christian mystic Johann Jacob Zimmerman. After Zimmerman died
on the eve of the group’s departure for America from Germany, leadership fell to Johannes
Kelpius, who led the sect of celibate mystics to settle along Wissahickon Creek near
Philadelphia. The Woman in the Wilderness community took its name from Revelation 12, a
passage of great importance to American messianic leaders. In that chapter of John’s
apocalyptic vision, there appears “a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under her feet,
and upon her head a crown of twelve stars.” As the woman labors to give birth to a boy who will
“rule all nations with a rod of iron,” a “great red dragon” looks on, waiting to devour the child. But
the babe is delivered up to heaven by divine intervention, and the woman flees into the
wilderness, “where she hath a place prepared of God.”Like the Public Universal Friend, those at
the Woman in the Wilderness colony were obsessed with the apocalypse described in the Book
of Revelation. The mystic Christianity they practiced incorporated occult rituals derived from the
European esoteric tradition, as well as theatrical solstice ceremonies replete with chants and
bonfires. The community tabernacle possessed a telescope, which Kelpius used to interpret the
heavens for signs of the coming millennium. Although the colony did not last very long, it injected
a strong dose of European occult traditions into American folk religion. Community members
wore “astrological amulets,” conducted pagan healing rituals, and practiced alchemy. Kelpius
sometimes cast horoscopes for visitors from Philadelphia who came to seek his advice.7
Regarded as witchcraft in other times and contexts, the occult traditions observed in
Wissahickon found a new home when a series of schisms branching outward from the original
forty members produced the Ephrata commune, established by a Pietist mystic called Conrad
Beissel. It was the Ephratan variety of occult lore that the Friend adapted to his own evolving
teachings.The Ephratans drew deeply from the writings of Jakob Böhme (1575–1624), a Pietist
visionary whose ideas became the source of recurring theories about God’s bisexual nature.
Böhme’s notion of a bigendered God was of interest to several American messianic societies
that sought to establish gender equality, beginning with the Universal Friends. In Böhme’s
reading of Genesis, Adam possessed an androgynous, bigendered body in the golden age
before the Fall. And since God had created prelapsarian man in His own image, it followed that
He was both masculine and feminine. Beissel also believed that alchemical experiments could
reveal the occult laws that governed transformations between matter and spirit. Following the
recovery of this sacred knowledge, which was presumed to be lost in the Fall from grace, the
Ephratans would lead the regeneration of the human race by restoring humankind’s original
bigendered form through some kind of “alchemical marriage” between the sexes. The crucial
ingredients for the alchemical reaction, Beissel believed, were conserved sexual matter and



spiritual energy. These would be accrued through the practice of celibate communism:
Ephratans held all property in common and discouraged marriage and procreation. Those who
had committed fully to the celibate life lived segregated by gender, and were venerated for being
more spiritually advanced than the fornicating brethren. These ideas were not as fringe as
modern readers might suppose, but derived from occult and Hermetic lore popularized by the
Freemasons and Rosicrucian societies. Benjamin Franklin and George Washington were both
acquainted with Ephratan mystical science, which was described to them by Beissel’s
successor, Peter Müller. Although they were pacifists, the Ephratans were humanitarians, and
had hosted a military hospital for soldiers in Washington’s army wounded at Brandywine in
1777.8It is unknown whether the All-Friend ever became personally acquainted with Peter
Müller. However, it was not long after the Friend’s first visit with Christopher Marshall in
Philadelphia that the All-Friend adopted the Ephratan practice of observing the Sabbath on
Saturday rather than Sunday, and began preaching the virtues of celibacy.9 Although he never
formally required that his followers forsake all carnal contact, the Comforter thereafter desired
sexual purity among those who called themselves Universal Friends, and considered his
authority to approve or disapprove of marriages within his ranks to be absolute. By the time of
the Friend’s second visit to Philadelphia, his most devoted followers had already begun making
plans to remove themselves from the sinful world: they wanted to live in a place like the Ephrata
Cloister, where they might surround themselves with those who lived according to the Friend’s
commandments.. . .AFTER HIS FIRST VISIT to Philadelphia, the Comforter returned repeatedly
to tend the flame of his reputation. The All-Friend had become a celebrity in the City of Brotherly
Love, where news of his return in 1784 drew crowds as large as 700 listeners. Following a
fortnight in the city, the evangelist retired to the Wagener estate, where he remained for a month
before returning to New England in October via a preaching tour through New Jersey. Before
departing, he summoned Thomas Hathaway to replace him in Worcester, so as not to leave the
Pennsylvania converts without an intimate connection to the Public Universal
Friend.10Hathaway returned to New England when winter was over. James Parker went to
Pennsylvania as the Friend’s representative the following fall, but his tenure was not a success.
The Universal Friends in the Philadelphia region became annoyed by his pretensions to
sainthood in the new dispensation. Sarah Richards was next to preside over the Pennsylvania
Universal Friends. Her appointment demonstrated the commitment to gender equality that
distinguished the Society; both Richards and Ruth Prichard preached the Friend’s message to
prospective converts.11 The Comforter enjoyed an expanding circle of devotees in southeastern
Pennsylvania as a result of this evangelism.Naturally, no one so eccentric as the Universal
Friends went without periodic slander in the Philadelphia press. In 1787, salacious reporting on
allegations of an attempted murder at the Wagener estate devolved into a smear campaign
against the sect and provided the occasion for their affairs to be debated in print. Letters to the
editor suggested the Universal Friends were indulging in sexual activities less benign than
celibacy, including lesbianism.12 Although this worried Sarah Richards, who considered it her



duty to respond in writing, the Comforter sailed placidly above such worldly criticism, telling
Richards, “I believe that the wicked will find some other Business to due before it is long Besides
publishing me and them that Desire to due well in News Papers, Don’t be troubled Dear
Soul.”13But the Friend learned for himself how damaging the papers had been to his reputation
when he returned to Pennsylvania in December 1787. Wary of the animosity aroused against
him, the Comforter wisely remained in Montgomery County until May, when the Universal
Friends dared once more to hold a public meeting in Philadelphia. Instead of curious
freethinkers and excommunicated Quakers, the Friend now drew hostile crowds, stirred into
opposition by negative publicity. After two days of preaching, the Friend retreated back to
Worcester.Meanwhile, the Friend’s operatives in New England were engaged in preparations for
their exit west. Like many others in New England, the Society of Universal Friends took an
interest in the territories of western New York, which had been opened to American frontier
settlement after Great Britain ceded the territory to the United States in the Treaty of Paris of
1783. Jemima’s brother Jeptha was dispatched to scout the region in 1785 with the help of
Seneca guides. The following year, the New Milford congregation of Universal Friends voted to
establish a common fund to purchase land for a frontier settlement, where they would prepare a
place for God: the New Jerusalem mentioned in Revelation 21.Acquiring land in the newly
opened territories was a thorny matter. Both the United States and Great Britain ignored the
sovereignty of the Seneca Nation, but recognized that Native Americans still owned the land. A
variety of other tangled claims, as well as uncertainty over the boundary between territories
controlled by New York and Massachusetts, made land acquisition exceedingly complex. Into
this confusing arrangement blundered James Parker. Eager to prove himself of worth to the
Friend, Parker undertook the responsibility of finding a suitable locale for the New Jerusalem.
Unfortunately, this was a disastrous delegation of authority that the Friend and others soon came
to regret. After a series of bad deals with shady speculators, Parker had squandered the
thousands of dollars entrusted to him by the New Milford believers for little more than 1,100
acres. But if the setback was disappointing, it did nothing to deter the Friend from proceeding
with his plan to retreat into the wilderness. The apocalypse was nigh, and establishing an earthly
kingdom worthy of being spared God’s wrath was what the Comforter most desired.144. NEW
JERUSALEMBY THE TIME the Friend finally departed for the New York frontier in March 1790,
his colony was already well established by the enterprising New England believers. Benjamin
Brown had wintered in Genesee County in 1787–88, but the majority of the New Milford
pioneers left Schenectady for the Genesee territory the following June. On the final night of their
journey west that spring, the party camped on the east side of Seneca Lake. They heard falling
water from their campsite and, after traveling around the lake the next morning, found the Outlet
of Keuka Lake on the western shore. The site was picturesque, and the waterfall offered an ideal
location for a mill. Believing the land to fall within the parcel that Parker purchased, the pioneers
put down roots. They cleared trees, burned them for potash, planted wheat, and built a sawmill
and a gristmill, as well as a number of log dwellings. They called the settlement City



Hill.Although wood was plentiful, essential materials such as shingles, nails, and glass had to be
brought all the way from Utica. Building a gristmill was a particular feat of determination: its
grinding stones had to be brought by sled in winter, then ferried across Seneca Lake on a
sailboat built by the intrepid Thomas Hathaway Jr.1 When the Friend arrived at City Hill, the
village of 260 was the largest white settlement in the newly opened New York territories. More of
the Friend’s adherents continued to move west, ultimately attracting several hundred pioneers to
the region.2 This might have been considered a success, but the rising population led to friction
as approximately sixty families crowded onto fewer than 1,200 acres. Those who contributed
small fortunes to the communal scheme began to resent those who only gave what little they
could. The promise they had made to live communally had not seemed so confining before
Parker bungled the community’s land deal. Poorer members of the Universal Friends had been
promised subsistence acreage on communal lands, supplied by the wealthier congregants.
Having sold what little they had and made the trek west, they trusted their fates to the Friend.The
Universal Friends eventually managed to increase their land holdings to more than 14,000
acres. Although expansion might have eased the crowding at City Hill, a rapid increase in the
value of western lands injected toxic greed into the community. Now that the territory was worth
more than thirty times the original investment, those who contributed to the initial communal
fund fought to retain majority shares. William Potter, James Parker, and a few other Friends
ended up with most of the land.3The Friend was deeply unhappy with this, and acted to remove
himself from the scene of so much greed. Parker’s botched deals had already prompted some
dispirited followers to strike out in search of land where they could get a clear title before the
bargains were gone. In 1789, Thomas Hathaway Sr. and another wealthy follower, Benedict
Robinson, had shrewdly partnered to purchase a pair of townships farther west. In exchange for
reimbursement from the Friend’s coffers, Hathaway and Robinson deeded land to the Universal
Friend through the Friend’s business agent, Sarah Richards, who then held the titles in her
name.4Thus it was that, halfway into the second decade of his ministry, the Comforter came to
found the town of Jerusalem, New York, located on these lands. By 1795, the Friend controlled
nearly 5,000 acres, and proceeded to parcel plots to loyal followers who came to Jerusalem
from City Hill. Universal Friends who made the second westward procession to Jerusalem
tended to be the poorest members of the Society.5Once again, the settlers cleared ground,
sowed crops, and erected a new settlement, which included a workshop, meetinghouse, barns,
a shed, and numerous log cabins in which the Universal Friends dwelt until the construction of a
sawmill alongside a nearby stream allowed them to begin building frame structures. Eventually
they cleared pastures and began raising cattle and sheep. Maple sugar became one of the
colony’s cash crops. Later, the property included a cheese factory, a spinning and weaving shop,
and a carriage house that sheltered the Friend’s famous coach, ostentatiously adorned with the
initials “U.F.”6More than fifty families settled on the land purchased by the All-Friend, who
functioned as the spiritual and political head of their quasi-communal order. Although the
Friend’s enemies continued to allege that he lived off the toil of his followers, most of the labor



done in Jerusalem was paid. The Comforter was by no means a freeloader, and proved he was
not above hoeing, weeding, or basket weaving. The Friend additionally acted as nurse and
healer to those who fell ill or injured; he learned to dress wounds and reset broken
bones.Communalism was only ever practiced in a loose way reminiscent of the Puritan social
compacts, and the primary beneficiaries were the Friend and the coterie of a dozen or more
celibate women who lived with him. Sarah Richards had died in 1793, but the Friend was joined
at his residence by the Malin sisters, a freed slave named Chloe Towerhill, and Mary Bean, who
took charge of the dairy that was eventually established in Jerusalem. Other followers, celibate
and not, lived nearby in houses on the Friend’s property.7Jerusalem contained an unusually
large proportion of female heads of household, likely because the gender imbalance among the
Friend’s followers meant that some dwellings in the community housed only women.8 Many of
those who visited the region commented on this trend with annoyance, and accused the Friend
of alienating women from their husbands. Jerusalem also contained modest but meaningful
racial diversity. Towerhill was not the only black member of the Society; a handful of others are
mentioned in its records, indicating that the community practiced racial as well as gender
egalitarianism, even if the number of nonwhite Universal Friends was never more than a
few.9. . .IN JERUSALEM, the Universal Friends settled into a slow but inexorable decline. Far
from the raucous crowds of Philadelphia and the seeking souls of war-torn New England, the
Public Universal Friend had few opportunities to make new converts. And although not strictly
enforced, celibacy remained in practice among the most faithful, meaning that few children were
born into the sect. Members of the younger generation chafed at the austerity of their parents’
religion, and at the humiliating punishments they witnessed the Comforter levy against his most
loyal followers. The Friend of Sinners sometimes ordered those who transgressed his advice to
wear bells that drew attention to their misdeeds. On one famous occasion, the Comforter
allegedly forced Benedict Robinson to wear a Quaker bride’s cap for three months after he
married without the Friend’s consent.10As they grew older, and as the religious enthusiasm of
the community waned into routinized farm work punctuated by Saturday Sabbath meetings,
members of the sect defected. Even such stalwarts as Judge Potter, James Parker, and David
Wagener abandoned the Comforter. After he and his father left the Society, a rebellious young
Abraham Wagener was known to adorn his horses with jingle bells and drive a sleigh full of
young women past the Jerusalem meetinghouse on Saturday mornings merely to annoy the
Friend.11Eliza Richards, Sarah’s orphaned daughter, caused the Friend even greater irritation.
Forbidden to marry Enoch Malin, an alcoholic ne’er-do-well of whom the Friend heartily
disapproved, Eliza climbed out a window and eloped with him instead. On a horse that had
belonged to her mother, Eliza rode with Enoch to meet James Parker. As a justice of the peace,
Parker was authorized to pronounce them married. He did so to spite the Friend, whom he now
considered his adversary.Two years later, in 1798, Enoch and Eliza hatched a scheme to sue for
ownership of the Friend’s vast holdings in Jerusalem. Before she died in November 1793, Sarah
Richards had her doctor draw up a will indicating that the property she held for the Friend would



pass into the trusteeship of Rachel Malin. Because it was drafted by a physician instead of a
lawyer, the will contained irregularities that allowed Enoch and Eliza to challenge its authenticity.
With so much valuable land at stake, they succeeded in retaining Elisha Williams, a lawyer
experienced in crooked frontier land schemes. The case dragged on for decades: Enoch, Eliza,
and the Comforter all died before it was settled—but not before Enoch had turned a tidy profit by
illegally selling some of the disputed land.Other high-level defectors were determined to
humiliate the Friend. Thomas Hathaway Jr. had split from the Society following his father’s death.
Judge Potter’s son Arnold Potter likewise left the fold, and followed in his father’s footsteps by
becoming a judge in Ontario County. Each man felt he’d lost a family fortune to the Friend’s
ministry, and conspired to seek revenge. In September 1799, Parker issued a warrant for the
Friend’s arrest on charges of blasphemy. Thomas Hathaway Jr. volunteered to serve the warrant
in person by apprehending the Friend as he rode to hold a meeting at City Hill. But the All-Friend
proved the better horseman, and thwarted the plot by escaping. Enoch Malin was next to try
apprehending the Comforter. He and a constable boldly attempted to storm the house at
Jerusalem, but the Friend’s loyal servants repelled their attack. A final, successful attempt
required a posse of men to surround the Friend’s house after midnight and break down the door
with an ax. This time the Comforter was ill in bed, and in no condition to escape or resist. The
invaders were satisfied by his promise to appear in court when his health was restored. The All-
Friend lived up to his word, and used his sworn testimony to preach to those assembled in the
courthouse. The case was dismissed when the jury determined that blasphemy was not an
indictable offense.12. . .ALTHOUGH THE PUBLIC UNIVERSAL FRIEND had virtually ended his
public career with the retreat to Jerusalem, the settlement remained open to visitors and
became an early nineteenth-century tourist attraction. One such visitor, François Alexandre
Frédéric, duc de la Rochefoucauld-Liancourt, immortalized the Comforter in his popular
travelogues after stopping to have a look at New Jerusalem on his way to Niagara Falls in
1795.When the duke’s party arrived, the Friend was dressed in his usual garb of ministerial
robes and a white silk cravat. The Comforter first offered the visitors a sermon, which gave
Rochefoucauld the opportunity to observe the Friend’s “fine teeth, and beautiful eyes,” which
made “her” appear at least a decade younger than the reported forty years. But the duke was
bored by the Friend’s “pedantic” sermon, which he described as “an eternal repetition of the
same topics—death, sin, and repentance.” Although he complimented the food to which his
party was treated, describing it as the best they’d tasted since leaving Philadelphia, the duke
was perturbed by the Friend’s manners: according to his custom, the Comforter dined alone in
his bedroom. When he reappeared, the prophet had undergone a dramatic costume change
designed to impress the visitors. As the duke recalled:The all-friend had by this time exchanged
her former dress for that of a fine Indian lady, which, however, was cut out in the same fashion as
the former [robes]. Her hair and eye-brows had again been combed. She did not utter a syllable
respecting our dinner; nor did she offer to make any apology for her absence. Constantly
engaged in personating the part she has assumed, she descanted in a sanctimonious, mystic



tone, on death, and on the happiness of having been an useful instrument to others in the way of
their salvation. She afterwards gave us a rhapsody of prophecies to read, ascribed to one Dr.
Love, who was beheaded in Cromwell’s time; wherein she clearly discerned, according to her
accounts, the French revolution, the decline and downfall of popery, and the impending end of
the world. Finding, however, that this conversation was but ill adapted to engage our attention,
she cut short her harangue at once. We had indeed already seen more than enough to estimate
the character of this bad actress, whose pretended sanctity only inspired us with contempt and
disgust, and who is altogether incapable of imposing upon any person of common
understanding, unless those of the most simple minds, or downright enthusiasts. Her speeches
are so strongly contradicted by the tenor of her actions; her whole conduct; her expence,
compared with that of other families within a circumference of fifty miles; her way of living, and
her dress, form such a striking contrast with her harangues on the subject of condemning earthly
enjoyments; and the extreme assiduity with which she is continually endeavoring to induce
children, over whom she has any influence, to leave their parents, and form a part of her
community; all those particulars so strongly militate against the doctrine of peace and universal
love, which she is incessantly preaching, that we were all actually struck with abhorrence of her
duplicity and hypocrisy, as soon as the first emotions of our curiosity subsided.13The duke
concluded that in spite of the Comforter’s obvious flaws, there was a sufficient supply of “simple
minded” men and women in the frontier region to keep the colony going indefinitely. Appearing in
several contemporary periodicals, Rochefoucauld’s damning account of his visit to Jerusalem
was the most widely circulated biographical sketch of the Public Universal Friend. Along with
David Hudson’s slanderous biography, it transmitted a biased and dismissive view of the Friend
and his accomplishments to posterity.. . .FINALLY, AFTER YEARS of suffering from dropsy and
following a painful final illness, the Friend realized that he was on his deathbed in June of 1819.
He had already preached his final sermon at Patience Wilkinson’s funeral on April 19. Shortly
before he died on Friday, July 1, in the forty-third year of his ministry, the Comforter told his
people: “My friends I must soon depart—I am going—this night I leave you.” The body the Friend
had inhabited, formerly belonging to Jemima Wilkinson, was sixty-six years old when it died a
second time.Sabbath meeting was held as usual the next day, with 200 people in attendance. It
was the closest the Friend came to a funeral, which was a vanity he expressly forbade. Later, a
casket with an oval window allowed mourners to bid farewell to the Friend of Sinners. The coffin
was interred in the cellar of the Friend’s final residence, and later transferred to a secret grave, in
compliance with the Friend’s wishes.Folktales about the Public Universal Friend circulated as
late as 1936, when travel writer Carl Carmer profiled Jemima Wilkinson for the New Yorker.
Carmer first heard about Wilkinson from a grandfather who grew up in Dryden. While still a
young man, Carmer’s grandfather got a job building houses on the property of some “strange
folk” who, in his opinion, were not adequately feeding his work crew. When they voiced
complaint to the man who had hired them, he told the carpenters that he would consult “the
Friend” about how to resolve the problem. Another of those present understood what he meant,



and reminded him that the Friend had died. No, the man told him, the Comforter had only “left
time,” and was still available for consultation. After going down to the lakefront and having what
appeared to be an animated conversation with an invisible interlocutor, the man returned to
explain that the Friend and God had decreed the carpenters would dine on cod and potatoes
that evening.145. MOTHER ANNBY THE TIME the body formerly belonging to Jemima
Wilkinson was entombed in Jerusalem, another messiah had already come and gone from New
England. Although her tenure was shorter than that of the Public Universal Friend, Ann Lee is the
better remembered of the pair. She was also far less cagey about her declarations. According to
her surviving followers, Ann Lee proclaimed herself the female vessel of the Christ spirit, and
announced that her anointment as the female Christ marked the beginning of a new millennial
dispensation. The concreteness of her claims left no room for doubt, which is partially why her
legacy proved more enduring.Ann Lee’s adherents eventually called themselves the United
Society of Believers in Christ’s Second Appearing, but are more commonly known as the
Shakers. Although she died in 1784, just a decade after her arrival in the United States, the
devotion that Ann Lee inspired in her followers, and the shrewdness with which they executed
their communal economic scheme, enabled them to carry on the movement long after her
death.Ann Lee was born in 1736 to a poor British family who consigned her to child labor in
Manchester’s factories, a relatively new phenomenon wrought by industrialization, and one to
which the city’s impoverished families were ashamed to resort. As a girl, Ann worked in
Manchester textile mills and never learned to read or write.1 Basing their accounts of her
childhood on assiduously recorded but completely unverifiable lore, Shaker scribes described
young Ann as a serious girl “subject to strong religious impressions and given to reverie and
vision.”2 Official Shaker histories indicate that the girl had an intense aversion to carnal coupling,
which she had no choice but to overhear in the family’s tiny house on Toad Lane.
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Richard M. Rose, “A fine read. Somehow I managed to get through college and three graduate
degrees and still not get a whiff on the fascinating part of American history this book portrays. In
retrospect, it is a real "missing piece" in our historical knowledge. The writing style is journeyman
journalism but definitely good enough for the purpose. Until the last few pages on Kurzweil, the
author wisely allows the story to tell itself in the tradition of solid long-form journalism. I would
defiintely buy any other book this author writes as the subject matter may be as important as this
one.”

B. Harms, “Apostolic socialism and messianic movements. How could such topics not be
riveting. This book covers parts of messianic Christianity I was only fleetingly acquainted with.
That Father Devine and his angels aren’t a bigger part of the civil rights prelude is disappointing.
This book fills in several gaps in the history of ‘American cults’ and is an interesting and
pleasurable read.”

Eric, “Fascinating and well-written!. I very much enjoyed Mr. Morris' extremely well-researched
and interesting book. I absolutely love this subject matter and I found myself engrossed in
Adam's words. I was also quite surprised at how little I knew of some of the subjects written in
the book, which made this book even more of a page turner for me. I highly recommend this
thought provoking read!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Couldn't put it down!. A comprehensive, well-researched, and deeply
engaging read into a fascinating topic. If you are interested at all in American history, cults,
religion - or just good storytelling - you can't miss American Messiahs. The author has a way with
words (and a sense of humor) that makes the topic both approachable for any reader and also
in-depth enough for those reading from an academic perspective. Non-fiction at its finest.”

JC, “Everyone should read this book.. So riveting and a delight to read. Profoundly insightful. I’m
recommending it to all my friends and family.”

Douglas Maxwell, “nothing. reading”

Kathryn Barbour, “Readers of this book's 5th chapter will understand Peoples Temple as few
others do. Including many who spent years in it.Morris wields the lens of history with laser-like
precision, cutting through social stigma, pretension and the changing tides of respectability, to
get to the heart of his subjects. Who they were, and how they mattered? (Both to those who left
their "normal" lives to follow them, and to those who didn't.)It is ground-breaking, historically,
since these individuals and their movements are still largely unknown (I knew only of Father
Divine), and Jim Jones is so notorious and controversial--still--that his inclusion in this company



may seem at first inapt. Yet the similarities are there. Communalism. Celibacy. Egalitarianism.I
was a member of Peoples Temple for eight years, until its implosion in 1978. I am indebted to
Adam for his faithfulness to the subjects of his book -- all of them -- and to their various visions of
perfecting a society in this life, as best they and their followers could accomplish it. I'm grateful to
him for setting my own experience into a place in the continuum of U.S. history, and
characterizing us and others before us who were involved in such movements, with accuracy
and care.I have long tried to convince people that we (in the present-day) are way more misled
now, than we (whether inside or outside of Peoples Temple) were then (in 1978). Morris's short
but gripping epilogue does this in a nutshell. And why it matters.”

The book by Adam Morris has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 55 people have provided feedback.
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